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Abstract 

This study examines the effect of turbulence on the ignition of multicomponent surrogate fuels and its 
role in modifying preferential evaporation in multiphase turbulent spray environments. To this end, two zero- 
dimensional droplet models are considered that are representative of asymptotic conditions of diffusion limit 
and the distillation limit are considered. The coupling between diffusion, evaporation and combustion is first 
identified using a scale analysis of 0D homogeneous batch reactor simulations. Subsequently, direct numerical 
simulations of homogeneously dispersed multicomponent droplets are performed for both droplet models, 
in decaying isotropic turbulence and at quiescent conditions to examine competing time scale effects arising 
from evaporation, ignition and turbulence. Results related to intra-droplet transport and effects of turbu- 
lence on autoignition and overall combustion are studied using an aviation fuel surrogate. Depending on the 
characteristic scale, it is shown that turbulence can couple through modulation of evaporation time or defer 
the ignition phase as a result of droplet cooling or gas-phase homogenization. Both preferential evaporation 

and turbulence are found to modify the ignition delay time, up to a factor of two. More importantly, identical 
droplet ignition behavior in homogeneous gas phase can imply fundamentally different combustion modes 
in heterogeneous environments. 
© 2018 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

To enable the representation of transportation
fuels containing a large number of compounds, sur-
rogates are an established methodology [1] , which
involves selecting a set of species constituting the
mixture along with finding the composition to
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closely match the physical and chemical properties 
of a particular fuel. The main complexity in em- 
ulating real-fuel behavior in practical applications 
arises from the strong interaction between the liq- 
uid and the gas phase. However, most studies have 
focused only on properties of the latter to construct 
surrogates. 

Two-phase ignition behavior of liquid fuels 
has been studied using idealized systems to iso- 
late chemical processes from other phenomena 
that affect combustion in real devices, as well as to 

make the problem computationally tractable using 
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etailed kinetic mechanisms. While experimen-
al [2] and computational [3–5] studies have fo-
used on the ignition behavior of single-component
roplets, less attention has so far been devoted
o the investigation of evaporation, ignition and
ombustion of multicomponent fuels in turbu-
ent environments. In particular, the description
f these fuels requires the consideration of liquid-
hase diffusion, nonideal phase equilbrium, and
xtended chemical mechanisms for the description
f multicomponent gas-phase chemistry. Recently,
he role of preferential evaporation on the ignition
f multicomponent fuels in homogeneous spray/air
ixtures was demonstrated using an aviation fuel

urrogate [6] . The treatment of the heterogeneous
as-phase, however, requires the use of multidimen-
ional simulations and was performed only recently
or multicomponent droplets [7] . However, these
nvestigations focused on one-, two- and three-
omponent surrogates in the early ignition stage
nd under quiescent ambient conditions. In con-
rast, turbulence effects on the ignition of sprays
ere so far only performed for single component

uels, with particular focus on the flame struc-
ure [8] , low-temperature chemistry [9] , droplet
iameter and turbulent intensity [10] along with
emonstrating phenomena, such as segregation
nd bifurcation [11] . 

The objective of this study is to investigate the
oupling between the liquid and gas-phase in a het-
rogeneous turbulent environment and the effect
f turbulence on the ignition of multicomponent
roplets. The role of intra-droplet transport on
he ignition of multicomponent fuel mixtures and
he modification in their importance due to turbu-
ence are hereby of particular interest. These effects
re studied using two limiting conditions of zero-
imensional multicomponent evaporation, namely,
he distillation and diffusion limits ( [12] , Pg. 95).
he coupling between liquid phase and hetero-
eneous gas-phase is taken into account through
irect numerical simulations of multicomponent
ombustion for varying droplet models and turbu-
ent intensities in the gas-phase. The model formu-
ation is presented in Section 2 , where the physical
nd chemical aspects of the model is discussed. In
ection 3 , the model is applied to the analysis of 
utoignition of the 2nd-generation surrogate of the
OSF 4658 Jet-A fuel [13] . A parametric study of 
ffects of droplet diameter, overall equivalence ra-
io, evaporation models and the role of turbulence
n modifying these effects is performed. The paper
nishes by summarizing the main contributions of 
his work and offering conclusions in Section 4 . 

. Model formulation 

This section introduces the governing equations
ith a discussion about additional complexities in-
troduced by multicomponent evaporation as com-
pared to single-component fuels. 

2.1. Gas-phase model 

The conservation equations for mass, momen-
tum, species and energy can be written in compact
form as [12] 

D t ρ = 

˙ S m 

, (1a)

D t ( ρu i ) = 

˙ S u i − ∂ i p + ∂ j σi j , (1b)

D t ( ρY k ) = ∂ j 
(
ρD k ∂ j Y k 

) + ˙ ω k + 

˙ S m 

δk { f } , (1c)

c p D t ( ρT ) = ∂ j 
(
λ∂ j T 

) + ˙ ω T + 

˙ S T , (1d)

where D t = ∂ t + u i ∂ i , ∂ i = ∂/∂ x i , ρ is the gas den-
sity, u i is the gas velocity, p is the pressure, T is the
gas temperature, Y k is the species mass fraction of 
the k 

th species. ˙ S m 

, ˙ S u i and 

˙ S T are the source terms
due to mass evaporation, drag and heat transfer,
respectively; δk { f} is the Kronecker delta function
equal to 1 if k belongs to the liquid species ensem-
ble { f} and zero otherwise; σ ij is the viscous stress
tensor, D k is the mixture-diffusivity of species k , ˙ ω k

is the production rate of species k, λ is the thermal
conductivity, c p is the mixture-averaged heat capac-
ity and ˙ ω T = −∑ N s 

k=1 h k ̇  ω k is the heat release rate. 

2.2. Liquid-phase model 

The dispersed liquid droplets are described by
a Lagrangian point-particle method [14] , which is
commonly used for turbulent spray combustion
simulations [15] . In contrast with the continuous
thermodynamic (CT) approach [16] , a discrete mul-
ticomponent liquid description is used to resolve
individual species mass fractions as a function of 
time. Fickian diffusion is used due to the large num-
ber of species along with neglecting the Soret and
Dufour effects. The governing equations for each
droplet can be written as [14] 

d t x d,i = u d,i , (2a)

d t u d,i = f 1 τ−1 
d 

(
u i@ d − u d,i 

)
, (2b)

d t m d,k = ˙ m ev,k , (2c)

d t T d = 

Nu 
3 Pr 

c p 
c L 

f 2 
τd 

(
T @ d − T d 

) + 

∑ 

k∈{ f } ˙ m ev,k L v,k 

m d c L 
, 

(2d)

where x d, i and u d, i are the droplet position and ve-
locity component, respectively. τ d is the droplet re-
laxation time given by τd = ρl d 2 / (18 μg ) , with ρ l

the liquid density, d the droplet diameter, and μg

the dynamic viscosity of the gas-phase mixture.
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u i @ d represents the gas velocity at the droplet loca-
tion, m d, k is the mass of species k, T d is the droplet
temperature and T @ d is the gas temperature at the
droplet location. Nu and Pr are the Nusselt and
Prandtl number, respectively. L v, k is the latent heat
of vaporization of species k, m d is the droplet mass
and c L is the averaged liquid heat capacity. f 1 ac-
counts for deviations from Stokes drag and f 2 rep-
resents the Nusselt number correction due to evap-
oration, and these corrections are discussed in [14] .

To examine effects of preferential evaporation,
two limiting conditions of intra-droplet diffusion
are considered [12, Pg. 95] , which are characterized
by the surface composition. For fast-evaporating
droplets, particularly in combustion, the evapora-
tion rate is faster than internal transport, giving
rise to the diffusion limit , and under the limit of 
infinite Peclet number, the mass-flux fraction of a
given species off the surface is equal to the initial
liquid-phase mass fraction, since boundary layer
effects are negligible [17] . The surface adjusts ap-
propriately based on the volatility to maintain the
same proportion of components in the droplet.
Mixture-averaged transport properties are to be
used in this model as the individual species trans-
port does not dictate evaporation in this limit. On
the contrary, the distillation limit model represents
rapid internal mixing, either due to high liquid dif-
fusion or circulation and the surface composition
is the same as the entire droplet. The compounds
evaporate sequentially according to their volatility
[18] . In summary, the evaporation source terms for
the diffusion-limit ˙ m ev,k,di f and the distillation-limit
˙ m ev,k,dil can be written as [19, Pg. 183] 

˙ m ev,k,di f = − Sh 

3 Sc 

m d 

τd 
ln ( 1 + B M 

) Y l,k , (3a)

˙ m ev,k,dil = − Sh k 
3 Sc k 

m d 

τd 
ln ( 1 + B M,k ) , (3b)

where Sh k = 2 + 0.552 Re 1 / 2 and Sc k 1/3 are the Sher-
wood number and the Schmidt number for species k
and Sh and Sc are their mixture-averaged counter-
parts, respectively. B M, k is the mass-transfer num-
ber of species k [20] evaluated from the cumulative
Spalding mass-transfer number, written as 

B M 

= 

∑ 

k∈{ f } (Y sat,k − Y k ) 

1 − ∑ 

k∈{ f } Y sat,k 
. 

The cell-averaged value is used for Y k along with
the 1/3-rule for evaluating thermophysical proper-
ties. The droplet model assumes that Y k is based on
the value at infinity; in multicomponent spray situ-
ations, approximations for Y k is a subject of ongo-
ing research. Current methods such as region of in-
fluence [21] utilize 2–5 d 0 as the radius of averaging,
and the current work also uses similar cell sizes. The
boundary condition at the phase-interface is deter-
mined using the ideal Raoult’s law as the fuel com-
pounds are non-polar. The Sherwood and Schmidt
numbers are evaluated at reference conditions using 
the 1/3-rule and mixing rules for viscosity, thermal 
conductivity and species diffusivity [22] . The ther- 
modynamic and transport properties of the fuel are 
obtained using a group contribution approach [23] . 

2.3. Surrogate formulation and chemical 
mechanism 

This study focuses on the conventional Jet-A 

POSF 4658 fuel blend, for which an extensive set 
of experimental data is available. An experimental 
approach for the formulation of the surrogate rep- 
resentation of transportation fuels was developed 

and used by Dooley et al. [24] . The final composi- 
tion obtained after matching target properties is n- 
dodecane, iso-octane, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene and 

n-propylbenzene in molar fractions of 0.404, 0.295, 
0.073 and 0.228, respectively. This surrogate com- 
position is considered throughout this study. 

The kinetic mechanism used for the descrip- 
tion of the gas-phase chemistry is derived from the 
lumped model by Ranzi et al. [25] and a skeletal 
reduction procedure [26] is applied to obtain a fi- 
nal mechanism of 181 species and 4089 reactions 
[6] , required to capture low-temperature ignition, 
whose effects will be shown to be particularly mod- 
ified by turbulence. 

2.4. Numerical solver 

The governing equations are solved using the 
structured NGA code [27] . A QUICK scheme is 
used for the discretization of the scalar advection 

operators, and a second-order central scheme is 
used for solving the momentum and pressure equa- 
tions. The chemical source term and analytical Ja- 
cobian are efficiently evaluated using pyJac [28] , 
making the problem computationally tractable as 
it now scales linearly with the number of species, 
as opposed to having quadratic complexity when a 
finite-difference approximation for the Jacobian is 
used. Also, the large and stiff nature of the chemi- 
cal mechanism necessitates the use of a the special- 
ized nonlinear solver BzzNls [29] . 

3. Ignition of multicomponent sprays 

This section discusses the ignition of multicom- 
ponent sprays in quiescent and turbulent flow envi- 
ronments. Effect of droplet diameter, global equiv- 
alence ratio and the role of preferential evaporation 

and turbulence are the particular topics of discus- 
sion. 

3.1. Scale analysis 

Isolated droplet simulations were performed for 
the 2nd generation POSF surrogate as a function 

of droplet diameter d 0 and global equivalence ratio 
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Fig. 1. Time scale analysis of 2nd generation POSF 4658 
surrogate [13] droplet combustion, showing a) ( τevap + 

τpv,ign )/ τ ign, dif for the diffusion-limited model and b) 
τ ign, dil / τ ign, dif at p 0 = 10 bar and T 0 = 833 K in a qui- 
escent environment. 
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Fig. 2. a) Autoignition delay time [ms] for isolated POSF 

4658 surrogate droplet using diffusion-limit model at p 0 
= 10 bar and T 0 = 833 K. The blue circles indicate the 
conditions for the DNS simulations b) Time-scale of the 
eddy-turnover time ( τ u ), droplet evaporation time ( τ evap ) 
and pre-vaporized autoignition time ( τ pv, ign ) as a function 
of pressure. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web ver- 
sion of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0 at ambient temperature T 0 = 833 K and p 0 =
 6 . 4 , 10 } bar, relevant to gas turbine settings, in a
onstant-volume setting. The idealized picture for
pray combustion [30, Pg. 49] considers that the ig-
ition delay of a droplet cloud results from sequen-
ial processes of evaporation and gaseous auto-
gnition, so that the total ignition time ( τ ign ) can be
pproximated as τign � τevap + τpv,ign , where τ evap is
he evaporation time, τ pv, ign is the autoignition time
f the pre-vaporized mixture. 

However, depending on quenching conditions,
roplet diameter and equivalence ratio, the total
ime to ignition differs from the idealized represen-
ations. The cooling effect due to droplet evapo-
ation delays the vapor autoignition time and for
mall droplets, at higher equivalence ratios, im-
ediate fuel availability causes ignition before the

roplet completely evaporates [6] , thus causing the
utoignition time to differ from the ideal descrip-
ion. The total time is different based on the intra-
roplet diffusion and is denoted by τ ign, dil for the
istillation-limit and τ ign, dif for the diffusion-limit.
igure 1 (a) shows the autoignition time for an iso-

ated droplet as a function of droplet diameter and
quivalence ratio using the diffusion-limit model,
nd is found to significantly deviate from the ideal
escription. Also, for particular equivalence ratio
nd droplet diameter combinations, the ratio of ig-
ition times between the two droplet models, shown

n Fig. 1 (b), differs by as much as a factor of two,
nd thus emphasizes the effect of preferential evap-
ration. 

Relevant cases for direct numerical simulations
o examine effects of heterogeneous gas-phase,
roup combustion and turbulence are identified.
or this, simulation parameters are selected with

he intent to demonstrate the role of preferential
vaporation, and the interaction between evapo-
ation, turbulence and autoignition in a pairwise
ashion along with being relevant to gas turbine
perating conditions. The chosen configuration of 
niformly distributed droplets in decaying homo-
eneous turbulence is based on previous studies of 
uto-ignition [9] . The computational domain con-
sists of a cubic box of length L = 12.0 mm, dis-
cretized using 256 grid points in each direction,
corresponding to a spatial resolution of 47 μm.
The turbulent velocity is initialized using a Passot–
Pouquet energy spectrum [31] with an integral
length scale L u = L/ 6 . The initial turbulent veloc-
ity fluctuations are chosen to ensure a Kolmogorov
length scale of ηK = 60 μm, which is resolved using
the current resolution. Also, note that the droplet
size and mass loading ratio is maintained to be low
enough to not violate the Lagrangian point-particle
approximation [32, Pg. 286] . The corresponding
timescales are τu = L u /u ′ = 19 ms for the eddy
turnover time and τK = 0 . 3 ms for the Kolmogorov
timescale. The separation parameter based on these
numbers is O(10) so that the spray burning behav-
ior falls in the group combustion regime [33] . 

Figure 2 (a) illustrates the autoignition delay
time for an isolated droplet using the diffusion-limit
model, as it is a better representation of combus-
tion settings [12, Pg. 95] . From this, the first set of 
cases is selected to maximize the role of preferential
evaporation while maintaining a low autoignition
time. This corresponds to d 0 = 23 ms, φ0 = 1 . 5 and
a pressure of p 0 = 10 bar. Note that the distillation-
limit model is also evaluated for comparison at this
point. This configuration corresponds to an evapo-
ration time of τevap = 2 . 3 ms and a gas autoignition
time of 4.3 ms. The next set of cases are based on
the same global equivalence ratio, thus maintaining
the gas-phase ignition time and cooling effect. To
study the coupling of evaporation with turbulence,
two droplet diameters, 17 and 30 μm are chosen
as they have the same isolated droplet autoignition
time, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The autoignition time
however, is still quite fast compared to the eddy
turnover time, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), and these can
be made identical by reducing the ambient pressure
p 0 to 6.4 bar. The DNS configurations used in this
study are summarized in Table 1 , with each corre-
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Table 1 
Summary of spray and turbulence properties used in the 
DNS study. T 0 = 833 K for all cases. 

# d 0 p 0 u ′ ˙ m ev,k τ evap τ pv, ign τ u 
( μm) (bar) (m/s) (Eq.) (ms) (ms) (ms) 

1 23 10 1.5 (3a) 2.3 4.3 19 
2 23 10 1.5 (3b) 2.6 4.3 19 
3 17 10 1.5 (3a) 1.2 4.3 19 
4 30 10 1.5 (3a) 3.1 4.3 19 
5 23 6.4 2.6 (3a) 2.1 11.2 11.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3. Temporal evolution of volume-averaged quanti- 
ties. Comparison between DNS data for the diffusion- 
limit model (Case 1) and distillation-limit (Case 2) at p 0 
= 10 bar, φ0 = 1.5 and d 0 = 23 μm for quiescent and tur- 
bulent ambient conditions. 
sponding to two simulations; using quiescent or de-
caying isotropic turbulent environment as ambient,
respectively. 

3.2. Spray autoignition and preferential 
evaporation 

This subsection focuses on the impact of pref-
erential evaporation using the first set of simula-
tions (Cases 1–2) from Table 1 . For these cases, sig-
nificant coupling is expected between preferential
evaporation and ignition, because evaporation and
ignition time scales are of the same order. To under-
stand the spray ignition process, volume-averaged
mean quantities are first extracted and compared in
Fig. 3 . Instantaneous flow field results at selected
time instances (marked in Fig. 3 (a)) are shown in
Fig. 4 . The mean temperature evolution ( Fig. 3 (a))
shows that the ignition process can be decomposed
into different phases. At first, the gas temperature
drops because of the energy transfer to the droplets
for evaporation and the initial cooling phase is sim-
ilar for both evaporation models. This is supported
by the mass-weighted mean droplet temperature, il-
lustrated in Fig. 3 (b), which shows that both mod-
els are identical during the droplet heating phase.
However, the distillation model reaches a higher fi-
nal temperature as this model requires the boiling
point of each component to be reached for com-
plete evaporation. Figure 4 a shows an instanta-
neous flow field at this early evaporation stage and
indicates that significant temperature reduction oc-
curs in the vicinity of the droplets, demonstrating
the importance of turbulent motion in enhancing
the evaporation. The evaporation leads to trans-
fer of fuel compounds ( Fig. 3 (c) and 3 (f)) to the
gas phase. The process is strongly heterogeneous,
with typical scales on the order of the droplet spac-
ing, as shown by the n-dodecane field in Fig. 4 a.
Once the evaporation is completed ( t � 2.2 ms), the
mean temperature plateaus for the turbulent cases.
Due to turbulent mixing, heterogeneities in the gas-
phase are transformed into larger, coherent pock-
ets, where the high mass fraction of fuel correlates
with low temperature levels, as shown in Fig. 4 b.
This is also evident from the variance of the n-
dodecane mass fraction in Fig. 3 (d), which peaks at
the end of the evaporation followed by a decrease
under turbulence, whereas it remains high for the 
non-turbulent cases. 

Regarding the fuel compounds, iso-octane 
preferentially evaporates significantly faster 
for the distillation-limited model ( Fig. 3 (e)). 
However, this evaporation model predicts a 
lower evaporation rate for the most reactive 
species, namely, n-dodecane. Following the 
temperature plateau phase, observed for tur- 
bulent cases, some isolated pockets start to 

pre-ignite, as indicated by the localized forma- 
tion of regions of high CH 2 O mass fraction in 

Fig. 4 c, with higher temperature and lower fuel 
concentration. This isolated phenomena then ex- 
tends to the rest of the domain around t = 3 . 4 ms 
for the turbulent cases, with an increase in the 
mean temperature ( Fig. 3 (a)). For non-turbulent 
cases, the situation is appreciably different and 

the pre-ignition phase is triggered before the end 

of the evaporation phase, leading to a coupled 

evaporation-ignition regime. The low-temperature 
preignition is characterized by a drop in the mass 
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Fig. 4. Two dimensional fields of (top) CH 2 O, (middle) temperature and (bottom) n-C 12 H 26 for four different time in- 
stances indicated in Fig. 3 , corresponding, respectively, to (a) evaporation phase, (b) end of the evaporation, (c) preignition 
and (d) ignition for Case 2 with an insert showing the same case without turbulence. 
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raction of fuel compounds ( Fig. 3 (c) and 3 (f))
nd the formation of CH 2 O radicals ( Fig. 3 (e)).
igure 4 c shows that the preignition is highly
eterogeneous, some pockets igniting much later
han others, which results in a second peak of 
-dodecane fluctuation ( Fig. 3 (d)) during the
reignition phase for the turbulent cases. After
reignition, the mixing continues to homogenize
he mixture and complete ignition occurs around
 = 6 ms. Figure 4 d shows that the ignition struc-
ure is less dense compared to the pre-ignition
ernels, particularly for the non-turbulent simula-
ion, thus highlighting the importance of turbulent
ixing in flame propagation. Despite being mod-

rate, preferential evaporation effects observed
or the distillation-limit evaporation model are
ufficient to delay the preignition by 10% for the
urbulent case compared to the diffusion-limit
odel, which is a consequence of the fact that

he evaporation rates of the most reactive fuel
ompounds are slower in this case. The delay in
reignition represents half of the time leading to it
fter evaporation and primarily contributes to the
ifference in autoignition delay time. 

.3. Evaporation-turbulence interaction 

We proceed by discussing the role of turbulence
n the cases with droplet diameter d 0 = 17 μm and
0 μm, which have identical 0D autoignition time,
s shown in Fig. 2 (a). Heterogeneous gas-phase ef-
ects along with the role of turbulence are shown
to be evident as they lead to dissimilar profiles in
several statistical quantities for the cases under con-
sideration. 

Relevant results from the second set of cases
(Cases 3–4) in Table 1 are shown in Fig. 5 . Both
droplet diameters share the same 0D autoignition
time of 8.88 ms. However, from the instant of re-
duction in 〈 Y CH 2 O 

〉 , shown in Fig. 5 (a), and the
rise in the mean temperature of the gas phase,
shown in Fig. 5 (b), ignition is observed to occur
well in advance compared to the 0D time, em-
phasizing the importance of heterogeneous gas-
phase effects and not just turbulence. The mixture
generated from the smaller droplets takes longer
to ignite and turbulence only increases the differ-
ence in ignition time. Figure 5 (c) shows the mass
fraction variance of n-dodecane and the mode of 
combustion is found to be different in both cases,
with the smaller droplet showing distinct evapo-
ration and pre-ignition phase, while the droplets
having larger diameters demonstrate coupled be-
havior. Note that the larger diameter does not
present a distinct pre-ignition phase for the non-
turbulent case, also shown in Fig. 5 (b), where the
mean temperature continuously increases after the
cooling phase. Turbulent gas-phase effects lead to
different mass-weighted droplet temperature pro-
files, shown in Fig. 5 (d), with changes in diameter,
given that 0D isolated droplets have identical tem-
perature profiles. The higher temperature for the
larger droplets is due to the coupling with combus-
tion, leading to higher local ambient temperatures.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of volume-averaged quanti- 
ties. Comparison between DNS data for the diffusion- 
limit model at p 0 = 10 bar, φ0 = 1.5, T 0 = 833 K and d 0 
= {17 μm, 30 μm } (Case 3 and 4) for quiescent (dashed) 
and turbulent (solid) ambient conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison between DNS data for the diffusion- 
limit model (Case 5) at p 0 = 6.4 bar, d 0 = 23 μm, φ0 = 

1.5 and T 0 = 833 K for quiescent and turbulent ambient 
conditions. 
Turbulence leads to faster evaporation and creates
inhomogenities in the local temperature fields, thus
separating the droplet temperature profiles. 

3.4. Autoignition-turbulence interaction 

The last case (Case 5) in Table 1 represents
the interaction between autoignition and turbu-
lence, given that the eddy-turnover time ( τ u ) and
autoignition time of the prevaporized fuel ( τ pv, ign )
are the same, well separated from the evaporation
time ( τ evap ). 

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the tur-
bulent and non-turbulent simulations at p 0 = 6.4
bar, presented in Table 1 . The effect of turbulence
can be observed in the mean mass fraction plot of 
n-dodecane, shown in Fig. 6 (a). Note that other
fuel components follow the same trend, given that
the diffusion model is used. The faster evaporation
due to advected droplets in the turbulent environ-
ment leads to peak mass fractions being reached
earlier. However, the onset of low-temperature ig-
nition (second peak in Fig. 6 (b)) is quicker in the
non-turbulent case due to mixture inhomogeni-
ties leading to certain locations being favorable.
This is more evident in Fig. 6 (b), where the first
peak corresponds to the inhomogenity arising from
evaporation and the second peak is from the on-
set of low-temperature combustion, as discussed
in Section 3.2 . Note that the final ignition occurs
at nearly homogeneous conditions for both cases.
Figure 6 (c) and 6 (d) illustrate the onset of low-
temperature combustion, showing that the homog-
enizing effect of turbulence delays low-temperature 
ignition by a factor of two. The low pressure slows 
down the chemical time scale and thus, the differ- 
ence in the resulting pre-ignition time is more evi- 
dent in this case, as opposed to Fig. 5 (b), where the 
smaller droplets showed similar behavior. Trends 
in second-stage ignition are dictated by a number 
of competing factors, namely, reactant availability 
along with formation and propagation of the igni- 
tion kernel [9] ; turbulence can either attenuate or 
amplify ignition, as seen in the difference in order 
of ignition for the two cases in Fig. 5 . 

4. Conclusions 

This work studied the effect of turbulence on 

the ignition of multicomponent surrogate fuels. To 

this purpose, two zero-dimensional droplet models 
that represent limiting conditions of intra-droplet 
transport are chosen for the 2nd-generation surro- 
gate of a POSF 4658 Jet-A fuel and a validated 

skeletal mechanism (181 species, 4089 reactions) 
was used to describe the gas-phase chemistry. 

A timescale analysis was performed to identify 
coupling between diffusion, evaporation, combus- 
tion and turbulence. The importance of multicom- 
ponent evaporation effects in a heterogeneous en- 
vironment is shown. This guided direct numerical 
simulations to identify the role of turbulence on 

preferential evaporation effects, droplet vaporiza- 
tion and autoignition. 

Simulation results show that turbulence signifi- 
cantly enhances fuel vaporization and preferential 
evaporation effects are evident from the fundamen- 
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ally different combustion behavior between both
vaporation models. DNS analysis highlights the
mpact of cooling around droplets, homogenizing
ffects by turbulence and the merging of ignition
ernels. The effect of droplet diameter is empha-
ized by considering two cases which have identi-
al 0D ignition time but show contrasting combus-
ion behavior. The interaction between chemical
nd turbulent time scales is studied using a lower
ressure, which highlights the effect of turbulence
n low-temperature ignition. 

DNS studies considered in this work are lim-
ted by a restricted range of feasible time scales,
ue to approximations in the treatment of multi-
hase flows and computational cost to resolve the
ame structure. Diffusion models better capture
he timescales involved in practical ignition settings
ven under turbulent settings. 
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